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Satis�ability of the Smallest Binary ProgramPhilipp Hanschke�, J�org W�urtzyAbstractRecursivity is well known to be a crucial and important conceptin programming theory. The simplest scheme of recursion in the con-text of logic programming is the binary Horn clause P (l1; : : : ; ln) P (r1; : : : ; rn) . The decidability of the satis�ability problem of pro-grams consisting of such a rule, a fact and a goal { called smallestbinary program { has been a goal of research for some time. In thispaper the undecidability of the smallest binary program is shown by asimple reduction of the Post Correspondence Problem.Keywords: Theory of computation
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1 IntroductionRecursivity is well known to be a crucial and important concept in program-ming theory. For imperative languages, B�ohm and Jacopini [Boe66] provedthat all programming can be done with at most one while loop. In the con-text of logic programming a simple scheme of recursion is the binary Hornclause1 P (l1; : : : ; ln) P (r1; : : : ; rn)such that l1; r1; : : : ; ln; rn are �nite terms. But is such a scheme reallysimple?It was shown in [Aan71] and in [Boe71] that every computable functioncan be computed by a program consisting of binary Horn clauses and anumber of facts (re�ned in [Lew76] where only a single predicate letter isused). Hence, general binary programs were shown to be undecidable. Fur-thermore, the problem whether a clause set consisting of two binary clausesand two ground unit clauses is satis�able was proved to be undecidable byM. Schmidt-Schau� [SS88]. In this paper we consider the class of programsconsisting of a goal, a binary rule and a fact, i.e., P (g1; : : : ; gn)P (l1; : : : ; ln)  P (r1; : : : ; rn)P (f1; : : : ; fn)  where all arguments represent �nite terms. This is the smallest binaryprogram.2 The satis�ability of such a clause set is decidable if the factand the goal are ground [SS88], i.e., they do not contain variable occur-rences. Intuitively, since the goal as well as the fact are ground, they de�neupper bounds on the depth of the terms occurring in the binary rule. Aftera �nite sequence of self-application steps, any further self-application eitherleaves the rule invariant or increases the depth of the terms occurring in it.Independently, P. Devienne [Dev90] has given a more general result for pro-grams with linear goals and facts, i.e., each variable occurs at most once inthe goal and the fact. He uses essentially the same ideas as Schmidt{Schau�,but a specialized technique based on directed weighted graphs. Both do not1A Horn clause is a disjunction of literals with at most one positive literal. A fact anda goal are Horn clauses consisting of one positive and one negative literal, respectively.We assume the predicate symbol of the head and body literal of a binary clause to beequal to enable recursion.2A program is called binary i� it contains at least one fact, one goal and one binaryHorn clause. All further Horn clauses must be facts or binary.3



impose any further restriction on the binary clause. On the other handthe problem whether there exists an answer substitution for the programconsisting of arbitrary unit clauses and a binary clause L  R such thatL and R are uni�able is also decidable [W�ur92]. Therein, so called de-pendency graphs are used to predict the behavior of the binary clause if itis applied to itself. But the decidability of the satis�ability problem of thesmallest binary program is still open in the general case:Is there an answer substitution � such that �P (g1; : : : ; gn)is a logical consequence of the binary clause P (l1; : : : ; ln)  P (r1; : : : ; rn) and the fact P (f1; : : : ; fn) ?In this paper we show the undecidability of the problem and are evenable to sharpen this result.So far the theoretical aspects. Binary Horn clauses are quite common inautomated theorem proving and logic programming. It is well known thatclauses allowing self-application are the source of non-terminating queries[SGG86]. As a �rst step research in the special case of binary clauses wasstarted. Much e�ort was devoted to control the self-applicability of binaryclauses in order to detect non-terminating queries and to speed up the com-putation in terminating cases; cf. for instance [Dev90], [DVB90] or [UvG88].2 ReductionFor basic notions such as substitution, uni�cation, SLD-resolution from logicprogramming we refer to [Llo87]. The undecidability of the satis�ability ofthe smallest binary program is shown by reducing the Post CorrespondenceProblem to it.First, we recall the de�nition of the Post Correspondence Problem. Let� be a �nite alphabet. A Post Correspondence System (PCS) over � is anonempty �nite set S = f(li; ri); i = 1; :::; mg where the li; ri are words over�. A nonempty sequence of indices 1 � i1; :::; in � m is called a solutionof the system S i� li1 � � � lim = ri1 � � �rim . It is well-known that the PostCorrespondence Problem, i.e., the question whether there exists a solutionfor a given system, is in general undecidable if the alphabet contains at leasttwo symbols [Pos46].Elements of the alphabet � will be represented as unary function symbolsand a word w = a1 � � �an over � thus becomes a term a1(a2(: : :(an(�)) : : :))where � is a constant corresponding to the empty word. So, composition4



of words is associative since composition of functions is associative. Forconvenience we also write w(�) and u(v(�)) = uv(�) where u and v correspondto words over �. For instance, if w1 = ab, w2 = ba, v1 = a, and v2 = bba,then w1(w2(t)) = a(b(b(a(t)))) = abba(t) = v1v2(t) for any term t.In our reduction we use the dot \:" as a binary, right-associative in�xoperator. I.e., for terms r, s, and t we consider r:s:t as an abbreviation forr:(s:t). A term r1: � � � :rn is called a list. In a term r:s we refer to r as thecar and to s as the cdr. To append something to a list using uni�cation weuse the concept of di�erence lists. A di�erence list is a pair of a list with thelast cdr being a variable X and the variable X . Now consider the uni�cationof the di�erence list (1:2:3:X;X) with the pair (H:R; 4:5:6:Z). Obviously,� = fX 7! 4:5:6:Z, H 7! 1, R 7! 2:3:4:5:6:Zg is a most general uni�er and�(R;Z) = (�R; �Z) = (2:3:4:5:6:Z;Z) is again a di�erence list.To explain the encoding of a PCS we adopt SLD resolution as an op-erational semantics for the logic program. The search space of possiblesequences of indices inherent to a PCS is not encoded in the and/or tree ofthe logic program. Instead we encode it in two (di�erence) lists L and R.At the beginning of the computation L and R is l1(�): � � � :lm(�):X;X andr1(�): � � � :rm(�):Y; Y , respectively. This encodes all possible sequences of in-dices of length 1 (i.e., 1; 2; : : : ; m). In the next step we select the sequence 1and replace it by all sequences that have length 2 and as su�x 1. In termsof the lists L and R: we remove l1(�) and r1(�) (representing the sequence1 of length 1) and append l1(l1): � � � :lm(l1):X and r1(r1): � � � :rm(r1):Y , re-spectively (representing the sequences 11, 12, : : : , 1m of length 2).In the general case we select in each step a sequence i1 : : : ij of indicesand replace it by all sequences that have length j + 1 and i1 : : : ij as su�x.Always selecting the cars of L and R and appending the extensions is a fairstrategy. I.e., it ensures that successively all possible sequences appear ascars of the two di�erence lists.Given a PCS as above, the following binary program has a SLD refuta-tion, i� the PCS has a solution.  P (l1(�): � � � :lm(�):X; X;r1(�): � � � :rm(�):Y; Y )P (C:L; l1(C): � � � :lm(C):X;D:R; r1(D): � � � :rm(D):Y )  P (L; X; R; Y )P (E:H1; H2; E:H3; H4)  Note that L;X and R; Y form di�erence lists, respectively. The fact5



checks whether the cars of the current goal are equal, i.e., encode a solutionof the PCS. In Figure 1 the sequence of goals is depicted that is induced bya SLD resolution with a search rule always taking the binary rule for thenext SLD resolution step. P (l1(�): � � � :lm(�):X0; X0; r1(�): � � � :rm(�):Y0; Y0) P (l2(�): � � � :lm(�):l1l1(�): � � � :lml1(�):X1; X1; r2(�): � � � :rm(�):r1r1(�): � � � :rmr1(�):Y1; Y1) P (l3(�): � � � :lm(�):l1l1(�): � � � :lml1(�):l1l2(�): � � � :lml2(�):X2; X2; r3(�): � � � :rm(�):r1r1(�): � � � :rmr1(�):r1r2(�): � � � :rmr2(�):Y2; Y2): : : P (l1l1(�): � � � :lml1(�):l1l2(�): � � � :lml2(�): � � �:l1lm(�): � � � :lmlm(�):Xm; Xm; r1r1(�): � � � :rmr1(�):r1r2(�): � � � :rmr2(�): � � �:r1rm(�): � � � :rmlm(�):Ym; Ym) P (l2l1(�): � � � :lml1(�):l1l2(�): � � � :lml2(�): � � �:l1lm(�): � � � :lmlm(�):l1l1l1(�): � � � :lml1l1(�):Xm+1; Xm+1; r2r1(�): � � � :rmr1(�):r1r2(�): � � � :rmr2(�): � � �:r1rm(�): � � � :rmlm(�):r1r1r1(�): � � � :rmr1r1(�):Ym+1; Ym+1): : : Figure 1: A goal sequence induced by the logic programAs SLD resolution is sound and complete we have the following theorem.Theorem The satis�ability of the smallest binary program is undecid-able.Observe that we can generalize the theorem by restricting the class of6



binary programs to those with a right-linear rule, i.e., the right-hand sideis linear. Since a PCS has in�nitely many solutions if it has one solution,we can conclude from our result that it is undecidable whether the smallestbinary program has in�nitely many answers.3 Related WorkIn this paper we consider the question whether there exists a solution atall. In [DLR93] the authors show that it is undecidable whether or notthere exists a �nite number of answer substitutions for the smallest binaryprogram. They also show that it is undecidable whether the resolutionprocess of a goal and a right-linear Horn clause stops. As mentioned above,we can conclude from our result that it is undecidable whether the smallest(right-linear) binary program has in�nitely many answers.The solution of the implication A ) B of two clauses A and B isusually interpreted as the formula (8x1; : : : ; xnA)) (8y1; : : : ; ymB) wherefx1; : : : ; xng and fy1; : : : ; ymg are the variables occurring in A and B ,respectively. Clause implication is equivalent to the nonsatis�ability prob-lem of a clause set consisting of clause A and ground unit clauses obtainedby negating of clause B . Hence, the result of M. Schmidt-Schau� cited inSection 1 is an implication of his result that clause implication A ) Bis decidable in case of A being a binary clause. If A contains four ormore literals, the problem is undecidable. Marcinkowski and Pacholski[Mar92] have recently shown that clause implication is undecidable in caseof L1 R11; R12 =) L2 R21; : : : ; R2k .The subject of [BHW92] and [W�ur92] is cycle uni�cation. Therein, abinary clause which can be applied to itself is called a cycle. In order tobe able to control a cycle e�ciently the authors ask for the existence of analgorithm which enumerates a minimal and complete set of solutions for acycle uni�cation problem. The answer to this question may signi�cantlyincrease the power of automated theorem provers. The most general resultconcerns the class where the left-hand side and the right-hand side of thecycle are uni�able. For this class an upper limit of necessary self-applicationsof the cycle can be computed such that all further self-applications leadto variants of previously computed solutions. Whereas the problems in[BHW92] and [W�ur92] only allow �nitely many di�erent solutions, G. Salzer[Sal92] has proved a class of cycle uni�cation problems to be decidable whichallows for in�nitely many di�erent solutions (he uses so called R-terms as a7
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